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Abstract目 Inindustry， non -contact three dimensional measurements in processes is one of the important demand 
Equipments with CCD camera have genellaly been used. But the measurement speed is 
slow and cost is high. The three dimensional measurement devices based on laser triangulation have been 
developed. The device consists of a semiconductor laser ， poligon mirror and two dimensionalPSD. The 
signal from PSD is processed by an analog circuit ， and the output wave-form is proportional to the cross 
sectional shape of objects.明usdevice is able to measure the three-dimensional shape of object at high speed. 




























































































リカルレンズの大きさは、 L)が 20醐 x2伽m、焦点距































































































































差は、黄色が約 50μm、赤色が 77μm、青色が 90μm
程度である。
Z軸方向較正曲練2. 4. 
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